In cells, actin binding proteins (ABPs) sort to different regions in order to establish F-actin networks with diverse functions, including filopodia used for cell migration, or contractile rings required for cell division. Recent experimental work uncovered a passive mechanism that may facilitate spatial localization of ABPs: binding of a short crosslinker protein to two actin filaments promotes the binding of other short crosslinkers and inhibits the binding of longer crosslinkers (and vice versa). We hypothesize this sorting arises because F-actin is semiflexible and cannot bend over short distances. We develop a mathematical theory and a kinetic Monte Carlo simulation encompassing the most important physical parameters for this process, and use simulations of a coarse-grained but molecularly explicit model to characterize and test our predictions about the interplay of mechanical and kinetic parameters. Our theory and data predict an explicit dependence of crosslinker separation on bundle polymerization rate. We perform experiments that confirm a dependence on polymerization rate, but in an unanticipated non-monotonic manner. We use simulations to show that this non-monotonic behavior can arise in situations where crosslinkers have equal bundling affinity at equilibrium, but differing microscopic binding rates to filaments. This dependence of sorting on actin polymerization rate is a non-equilibrium effect, qualitatively similar to non-equilibrium domain formation in materials growth. Thus our results reveal an avenue by which cells can organize molecular material to drive biological processes, and can also guide the choice and design of crosslinkers for engineered protein-based materials.
and kinetic crosslinker properties that may lead to domain formation in F-actin bundles. We test this model in equilibrium systems with constant-length actin filaments using coarse-grained simulations and examine how the lengths of crosslinkers and the flexibility of F-actin affect crosslinker segregation. For non-equilibrium systems with growing filaments, our theoretical analysis predicts that actin polymerization and bundling affinity work together to determine the size of domains. We refine this prediction based on results from new in vitro experiments as well as coarse-grained simulations, and conclude that in addition to bundling affinity, the affinity of crosslinkers for single filaments changes how domains are formed. Thus, our theoretical models explain our experimental observations and elucidate passive mechanisms for crosslinker sorting in both equilibrium and non-equilibrium environments.
Results and Discussion
A. A simulation framework for actin and crosslinkers exhibits domain formation. Throughout this work we use AFINES (Active Filament Network Simulation), a coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation framework built specifically for actin and ABP assemblies to investigate the mechanical properties of actin filaments and crosslinkers that might yield domain formation (schematic in Figure 1B and model details in SI: AFINES simulation) (22, 23) . Actin filaments are modelled as polar worm-like chains (represented as beads connected by springs) that can grow from their barbed end by increasing the rest length of the barbed end spring at a constant rate, and adding a bead when that rest length is above a threshold (as done e.g. in Ref. (24)). Filaments repel each other via a soft (Hookean) excluded volume interaction. Crosslinkers are modelled as Hookean springs with two ends (heads) that can stochastically bind and unbind from actin filaments via a Monte-Carlo procedure that preserves detailed balance. To impose that crosslinkers enforce parallel (or anti-parallel) alignment of actin filaments, we include a harmonic bending energy term for crosslinkers, such that crosslinkers prefer to be bound perpendicularly to actin filament segments (see SI: AFINES simulation). The simulation proceeds in 2D via Brownian dynamics, without volume exclusion between the crosslinkers, to enable efficient sampling.
With this minimal mechanical-kinetic parameterization, our model exhibits segregation of different length crosslinkers on F-actin bundles, similar to those seen in experiment ( Figure 1C ). By discretizing the position of the crosslinkers doubly bound to actin filaments, and interpolating gaps between nearby crosslinkers, we can define domain boundaries in a manner consistent with experimental resolution ( Figure 1D , details of domain length calculation in SI: Domain Length). Thus, we can use AFINES to systematically explore how specific crosslinker characteristics affect domain formation, and study domain formation in noisy conditions, in which bundling requires crosslinker-filament collision, and may be inhibited by actin filament fluctuations. two filaments (green bead spring chains) are combined with two populations of crosslinkers, short (red) and long (cyan) that are represented as Hookean springs which can dynamically bind and unbind from filaments. Crosslinker opacity is proportional to number of heads bound (0,1, or 2). (C) Examples of steady-state filament bundles formed in AFINES, when two 15 µm filaments are mixed with an ensemble of long crosslinkers (l long = 300 nm, shown in cyan) and short crosslinkers (l short = 200 nm, shown in red), at different density ratios. The total crosslinker density is fixed at 0.5 µm The authors declare no conflicts of interest.
1 J.D.W. and C.S. contributed equally to this work. 2 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: dinner@uchicago.edu; hockyg@nyu.edu B. Energetic cost of actin filament bending modulates domain formation. In our previous work, we modeled domain formation as a 1D process by which new crosslinkers are added to the barbed end of a growing two-filament bundle and do not unbind (15) (similar to models used for studying self-assembly of binary materials out of equilibrium (25, 26) ). These assumptions were motivated by our experimental observations that bundling occurred at approximately the same rate as actin filament polymerization, and domain boundaries, once formed, remained fixed for the duration of the experiment (15) . Using our model, we were able to fit an effective kinetic competition parameter, a kinetic barrier height of = 4.8kBT , to our experimental results (where kB is Boltzmann's constant, and T is temperature) (15). Since we defined based on an Arrhenius-type equation,
on same , our predicted barrier height corresponds to a rate for adding a different crosslinker and starting a new barbed-end domain (k on diff ) that is about 120-fold slower than the rate for continuing the same domain (k on same ); at equal concentrations, this resulted in long domains of both crosslinker types, as observed in experiments (15) .
However, fitting this model does not make any connection to the underlying hypothesis that this kinetic competition is due to the cost of bending actin. To derive a similar model from first principles, we estimate the cost of bending actin such that, e.g., an α-actinin can be inserted with a gap length of lg along the filament from a fascin domain. As shown in the diagram in Figure 2A , the filament must bend twice at an angle θ for the filament bundle to switch domains (this geometry, where one filament is straight and the other bent, is based on cryoelectron microscopy images of domain switches in Ref. (15)). In the absence of filament fluctuations, we estimate θ ≈ arcsin (∆l xl /lg) where ∆l xl is the difference in length between the two crosslinkers. Since the energy cost of bending an angle θ over a distance lg for a worm-like chain is kBT Lpθ 2 /2lg (22, 27) , where Lp is the filament persistence length, kB is Boltzmann's constant, and T is temperature, the total energy cost to bend a filament twice is Equation (1) indicates that increasing the magnitude of mechanical parameters, such as the persistence length of filaments or the difference in length between crosslinkers, will increase the energy required to switch domain type on a filament bundle. The higher switching energy would decrease the likelihood of switching domains, and therefore increase domain lengths. While these mechanical characteristics are difficult to modulate experimentally, they are explicit parameters in AFINES, allowing us to directly test Equation (1) in simulation by exploring a range of crosslinker sizes and filament persistence lengths.
To quantitatively compare the results of our simulations with the predictions from Equation (1), we use an equilibrium 1D lattice model ( Figure 2B ) introducing the gap energy (Equation (1)) into a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of a "bundle" of fixed length. The lattice contains a constant number of binding sites, L0/l b = 405, where L0 = 15 µm is the filament length and l b = 37 nm is the binding site spacing. Each lattice site can be in one of three states: empty, populated by a short crosslinker (S), or populated by a long crosslinker (L) ( Figure 2B ). The energy of the lattice is given by, [2] where N S(L) is the number of short (long) crosslinkers, µ S(L) are their chemical potentials, U (lg) uses Equation (1) and "gaps" is the set of all empty lattice patches between short and long crosslinkers.
We can measure µ S(L) from our simulation data by determining the number of crosslinkers bound to two filaments in AFINES simulations with only one crosslinker ( Figure S2 ). Assuming the energies in the corresponding lattice model are Boltzmann distributed, we can evaluate the partition function to determine the average lattice occupancy number
In the MC procedure, we compute the final state of the lattice using the Metropolis algorithm: iteratively, we switch a randomly chosen site to a randomly chosen new state with probability min (1, exp (−∆U lat /kBT )), where ∆U lat is the energy cost incurred by switching (28, 29) .
To minimize the effects of kinetic factors in AFINES simulations, we fix the densities at ρ short = ρ long = 0.25 µm −2 , the actin filament length at L0 = 15 µm, and the binding rates of the short and long crosslinkers, k off short = k off long = 0.05 s −1 and k on short = k on long = 2 s −1 . We find that for differences larger than 30 nm, domain length increases with ∆l xl ( Figure 2C ). Similarly, increasing the filament persistence length yields a significant increase in domain length ( Figure 2D ). We also observe that changes in filament stiffness can have a large effect on the rate of domain formation (see Supp. Mov. 3). Our results from the lattice simulation conform well with the AFINES simulations ( Figure 2C-D) indicating that the mechanical model for crosslinker segregation is a good predictor for domain length in an equilibrium environment. This suggests that the driving forces controlling domain size are (1) the energetic cost of bending the actin, (2) the energy gain from binding, and (3) the entropy for mixing crosslinkers. Other factors, such as the entropy of filament fluctuations, and its dependence on gap size, do not appear to be major factors.
C. Actin polymerization and crosslinker binding modulate domain formation in growing bundles. The mechanical parameters in Equation (1) are explicitly introduced into the simulations, and hence the dependence of domain size is easily testable. However, the average observed gap length at interfaces, lg , is an emergent property within a bundle. In our experiments, the number of binding sites available to bind a new crosslinker can potentially be modulated by changing the polymerization rate of actin. Faster polymerization may promote generation of larger gaps before a crosslinker binds, and therefore a higher probability of switching. We demonstrate this behavior using a 1D lattice model, similar to that described above ( Figure 2B ) but with filament polymerization (schematic in Figure 3A ). Polymerization is modeled by the steady addition of new sites for bundling at the barbed end (rightmost square in Figure 3A ) of a 1D lattice. As sites become available, they can be filled by a crosslinker of the same type as the rightmost previous crosslinker with rate kon, and with the other type with rate kone
Experiments show near simultaneous polymerization and bundling, with domain boundaries that do not change over time (15); we therefore include the approximation that crosslinkers remain fixed once bound, which enables extremely efficient calculations, while being a good proxy for what can be observed at experimental resolution. The dynamics of this lattice are simulated using a kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) procedure, whereby the rates of all possible events (binding of either crosslinker to available sites, plus growth to add an additional available site) are computed, and then one event is selected randomly from this list weighted by the probability of that event occurring (29) .
We test our model with Lp = 17 µm (corresponding to F-actin) and ∆l xl = 27 nm (corresponding to the difference in length between fascin and α-actinin). Figure 3B shows how the probability of a different crosslinker binding depends on the number of available sites. Interestingly, because the physiological crosslinker length difference is small, equal site binding probability is reached after only 20 binding sites (∼ 0.7 µm), much less than the persistence length of a filament ( Figure 3B ). As we would expect, if a switch of crosslinker type occurs, it generally requires a longer amount of time and occurs farther away from the existing domain than does a domain extension event ( Figure 3C ).
Given this, we hypothesized that it would be possible to modulate the amount of domain switching by changing the rate of bundling and the rate of filament polymerization. We scan realistic conditions for filament polymerization rate and binding rates and find that the amount of competition depends only on the ratio of these two quantities ( Figure 3D ). We find that the level of competition observed in Ref. (15) (dashed line in Figure 3D ), corresponds to a polymerization rate that is four-fold faster than the binding rate to a single site; this result is consistent with the observation from TIRF experiments that the bundle is zipped up by crosslinkers at approximately the same rate as the actin polymerizes (15) .
D. Fascin and α-actinin domain lengths depend on actin polymerization rate.
To test the prediction that polymerization rate affects the domain switching rate, and disentangle the role of kinetics in domain formation, we added monomeric actin to a mixture of fascin, and α-actinin, at two different actin concentrations, 0.75 µM and 1.5 µM ( Figure 4A ). The results ( Figure 4B ) showed that indeed, polymerization effects the size of observed domains. While we expected domain sizes of one or both to increase under slower actin polymerization conditions, we were surprised to see that α-actinin switches from the lessto more-dominant crosslinker. This suggests that kinetic effects can dominate over thermodynamic affinities, and make it advantageous to have one crosslinker on fast-growing bundles, and the other on slowly growing bundles.
Our previous work showed that both crosslinkers have similar bundling ability under these conditions, and fascin and α-actinin dissociated from actin bundles at nearly equal rates (15) . Their affinity to a single actin filament is, however, different; we observe coating of single filaments by α-actinin, while we do not see significant residence of fascin on single filaments (see SI: TIRF data, movies). This may be due to the size and flexibility of α-actinin allowing it to bind to single filaments with both binding domains (18, 19) . It is also possible that both crosslinkers have similar affinities to bundles, but the on-and off-rate constants themselves vary by a proportionality factor. The AFINES model allows us to directly test the hypothesis that kinetic factors can lead to a preference for one crosslinker domain on fast-growing filaments, and a preference for the other on slow-growing filaments. E. Simulation elucidates relationship between filament growth and binding kinetics. To investigate kinetic effects using AFINES, we first benchmark our simulations of growing filaments interacting with short and long ABPs against known experimental results ( Figure 5A ). Despite many simplifications in AFINES (including a lack of discrete binding sites and torsional restriction of actin) we obtain similar domain lengths as experiment with similar actin growth rates (40 nm/s), a short crosslinker length of l short = 200 nm and long crosslinker length of l long = 300 nm ( Figure 5B ). While it would be ideal to use crosslinkers that are the same length as in experiment, this was computationally infeasible in the simulation due to the required high spring stiffness (see SI: AFINES simulation for details); using shorter length differences yields the same characteristic highly cooperative domain length growth, but with shorter absolute domains (not shown).
In order to determine how crosslinker binding kinetics may effect domain formation on growing bundles, we relax our assumption that long and short crosslinkers have equal binding and unbinding rates to filaments. First, in order to assess our hypothesis that affinity for single filaments may differentiate α−actinin and fascin, we alter the equations determining binding for crosslinkers such that a crosslinker head may have one dissociation rate constant when bound to a single filament (k off,1 ) and another when both heads are bound (k off,2 ) as shown in Figure 5C (formula in SI: AFINES simulation). When crosslinkers have equivalent rate constants ( Figure 5D , top row) faster growth yields shorter domains for both crosslinkers, consistent with our predictions from Figure 3 . However, if the short crosslinker has lower single filament affinity ( Figure 5D middle rows) then growth rate has the opposite effect; domain length remains constant or increases with growth rate, similar to the results observed in experiments for fascin (Figure 4 ). This behavior is magnified at higher densities of the short crosslinker. At very low single filament affinity ( Figure 5D bottom row), domain formation is inhibited, indicating a threshold for the amount of time crosslinkers must remain bound to single filaments to form bundles.
We also use the simulation to test the effect of the short and long crosslinkers having different rate constants but equal (single filament and bundling) affinities, by keeping the ratio of their rate constants equal (i.e., k In this way we can test whether it is advantageous to be a fast-on/fast-off or a slow-on/slow-off crosslinker. We found that fast-on/fast-off crosslinkers typically yield larger domains than slow-on/slow-off ( Figure 5E ). Furthermore, at intermediate ratios of rates, fast filament growth may yield larger domains for the fast binding crosslinker than slow filament growth, as seen in experiment ( Figure 5E , top row). However, very fast on/off rates yield larger domains at slower growth rates ( Figure 5E 
These results indicate that the kinetics of crosslinker binding, and not only bundle affinity, are important for crosslinker segregation under non-equilibrium (polymerization) conditions.
Our observations from experiment that increasing growth rate decreased α-actinin ("long") domain length but increased fascin ("short") domain length correspond best with simulation when we decreased the single filament affinity of the short crosslinker slightly ( Figure 5D , middle rows). A possible explanation for this result is that single filament affinity and crosslinker diffusion compete in bundle formation. In a slow growth environment, it is more advantageous to remain bound on a single filament than to freely diffuse, because the other (unbound) filament is likely nearby. In a fast growth environment, the unbound filament may bend away from the bound filament, so dissociating from the bound filaments enables the spatial exploration necessary to find an ideal bundling location. If affinities are equal, then higher rates of attachment and detachment are advantageous to forming larger domains ( Figure 5E ), perhaps because they allow for defects (crosslinker switches) at the growing front to anneal.
Conclusions and Outlook
Mechanical properties of F-actin and ABPs are important for cytoskeletal function; for example, filopodia rely on the rigidity of F-actin bundles while actomyosin contractility depends on actin filament buckling (30, 31) . Here we show a context in which these mechanical properties are also important for cytoskeletal self-organization. Specifically, our mechanical theory, and coarse-grained simulations highlight the importance of the length difference between crosslinkers and actin filament persistence length in forming segregated domains of crosslinkers on a single F-actin bundle. We predict that bundling proteins with larger length differences than α-actinin and fascin (27 nm) and polymers with larger persistence lengths than actin filaments (17 µm) will have even more capacity to sort crosslinkers than previously observed. While it is experimentally difficult to control the length of a crosslinker independently of its binding affinity (32) , engineered crosslinkers with tunable length spacers (for example, made from DNA) may enable controlled experiments in the future.
A possible limitation to our study is that the experimental setup may exhibit interactions between actin and the coverslip, which prevent crosslinkers from unbinding. Coarse-grained simulations do not have this limitation, and indeed exhibit domain flux, domain merging, and domain splitting, motivating future experiments on a passivated or lipid surface, where crosslinkers would be more free to unbind from the bundle.
Future modeling can expand on this work by incorporating further molecular details of actin filaments. For example, actin filaments have a helical structure, and binding at discrete sites requires aligning of the two helical pitches; this structural characteristic and the need for torsional strain on the actin may affect the binding length scale and spacing between crosslinkers of the same type. In this work, we have focused on the origin of sorting behavior in two-filament bundles previously observed in experiments. Simulations and experiments of cellular environments are necessary to determine if the specific mechanical and kinetic sorting principles studied here are sufficient to generate distinct actin network structures.
The cytoskeleton is highly dynamic, and there are many structures in the cell where the actin network is constantly turning over (1, 33) . Furthermore all ABPs have characteristic times at which they bind, unbind, and perform their functions. These effects may be constrained by predictions based on non-equilibrium statistical mechanical principles primarily applied to self-assembly in materials (25, 26) , and our simulation framework may provide new ways of testing those prior theories. Here, we have demonstrated that actin polymerization can strongly impact the amount of binding of crosslinkers in surprising and non-linear ways. In light of these results and the fact that cytoskeletal networks are constantly restructuring, we feel that the non-equilibrium effects on ABP binding and sorting merit further scrutiny.
Materials and Methods
All data from this work is available from the authors upon request. Instructions and code for running and analyzing all simulations is available in the "xlink_sorting_paper" folder of https://github.com/Simfreed/AFINES (22, 23) .
TIRF Experiments. Actin was purified from rabbit muscle acetone powder and labeled on surface lysines with Alexa488-succinimidylester (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) as described in Refs. (34, 35) . Human α-actinin-4, human fascin 1 were purified and labeleled with Cy5-Monomaleimide (GE Healthcare) or TMR-6-Maleimide (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) as described previously (15) . Actin filament bundle lengths were measured using the ImageJ software (36) . Additional experimental images can be found in SI: TIRF data, and experimental movies are also in the SI.
Simulation domain length analysis. In AFINES, crosslinker can bind anywhere on filaments (i.e., they do not have discrete binding sites) and they do not have excluded volume interactions (i.e., their positions can overlap.) Therefore, to quantify domain length in simulation, we bin the crosslinkers by their position (relative to the top filament's barbed end) into l b = 37 nm segments of the actin filament, corresponding to the size of an actin binding site ( Figure S1 ). A segment is labeled "long" if it has more of the long crosslinker, "short" if it has more of the short crosslinker, and empty otherwise ( Figure S1 ). For both the discretized AFINES simulation and the lattice models, we define a domain as a consecutive run of at least n d = 4 crosslinkers separated by less than l d = 1 µm, and its length is the distance between the first and last crosslinkers ( Figure 1C and Figure S1 ). As in experiment, domain lengths were not calculated for the small set of simulations in which filaments did not form bundles (SI: AFINES simulation).
Supporting Information AFINES simulation. In AFINES, actin filaments and passive crosslinkers are modeled as coarse-grained entities, whose positions are evolved in time using a combination of molecular dynamics and MC simulation. Actin filaments are treated as worm-like chains of N (t) + 1 beads, at time t, connected by N (t) harmonic springs (links) and N (t) − 1 angular harmonic springs. Thus, the internal forces on an actin filament can be obtained from the gradient of the potential energy U f (t):
where r i is the position of the i th bead on a filament, θ i is the angle between the i th and (i − 1) th links, ka is the stretching force constant, κ B is the bending modulus, and l a,i (t) is the equilibrium length of a link. The persistence length of the filament is then Lp = κ B /k B T , where k B is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature. The rest length of all the springs other than the one at the barbed end is constant, such that l a,j (t) = la for j ∈ {2 · · · N (t)}. At every timestep the filament grows from the barbed end via an irreversible Markov process, such that
where P (l B |l A ) is the probability of the barbed end link having length l B if on the previous timestep it had length l A , ∆la is the increase in segment length, kg is the rate of segment addition, and ∆t is the simulation timestep; kg∆la = µgrow is thus the growth rate. If l a,1 (t) + ∆la > 2la, the barbed end link is split into two links, such that each has rest length la, and the total number of segments Na(t) is increased by 1. We set a maximum number of segments such that the filament stops growing when N (t) ≥ Nmax. Springs on different filaments are restricted from overlapping via a soft (Hookean) excluded volume interaction,
where kexv is the interaction stiffness, r ij is the vector whose norm is the distance of closest approach between the springs i and j, and rmax is a cutoff distance for interaction. Excluded volume forces are propogated to filament beads via the lever rule defined below for crosslinkers (Equation (S5)).
We model crosslinkers as Hookean springs, with two ends (heads L and R ) that can stochastically bind to and unbind from filaments. In addition to our previous implementation (22), we incorporate a bending term into the crosslinker, so that it prefers to bind perpendicularly to filaments, and have different binding rates for 1 and 2 heads. Thus, the potential energy of a crosslinker is
where k xl is the crosslinker stiffness, l xl is its rest length,
is bound and 0 otherwise, κ B xl is the bending stiffness of the crosslinker, α i is the angle between the i th bound head and the filament spring to which it is bound, r a,i is the position of the nearest actin bead on that filament spring, k on,j xl (k off,j xl ) is the rate constant for a head binding (unbinding) if j − 1 heads (j ∈ {1, 2}) are already bound, and ∨ (∧) indicates the binary OR (AND) operation.
When a crosslinker is bound, it moves with the filament to which it is bound. When both crosslinker heads are bound, its tensile force, F xl is propagated onto the filament beads neighboring each bound head at position r xl via the lever rule,
where F i is the force on the filament bead at position r i . Binding and unbinding are governed by an MC procedure constructed to satisfy detailed balance in the absence of motors. At each timestep of duration ∆t, an unbound crosslinker head becomes bound to the i th nearby filament with probability k on xl ∆tP i , where P i is defined as follows. The closest point on the filament is identified, and the change in energy associated with moving the head to it, ∆U i is computed;
. When a head becomes bound, its displacement, in the frame of reference of the filament link to which it attached, is stored as ∆ r. Later, the head can become unbound and displaced −∆ r with probability k off xl ∆tP , where P = min [1, exp(−∆U/k B T )] and ∆U is the energy associated with the displacement. Because the dynamics depend on the allowed moves in the MC procedure, care must be used in interpreting the values of the rate constants. That said, the values that we obtain by tuning the parameters to yield behaviors consistent with experiments are generally within an order of magnitude of measured rate constants. As binding rate is affected by mechanical energy, and bending energy is added upon binding (U bend xl in Equation (S4)), our model exhibited a bias such that longer crosslinkers had higher affinity than shorter crosslinkers if they had the same κ B xl ; empirically, we found that setting κ B xl = κ B,0 xl /l xl suppressed this bias ( Figure S2 ). We simulate the system using Brownian dynamics such that the position of an actin bead, motor head, or crosslinker head at time t is generated by the equation
where F ( r(t)) is the gradient of the potential of the particle, W (t) is a vector of random numbers drawn from the standard normal distribution, and we use the Stokes relation µ = 1/(6πRν) in the damping term, where R is the size of the particle, and ν is the dynamic viscosity of its environment (37) . We simulate the system in 2D and use periodic boundary conditions to limit boundary effects. A complete list of model parameters used for Figures 1, 2 and 5 is provided in Table S1 .
Guaranteeing that filaments formed bundles in simulation required very high crosslinker concentrations, which required significantly longer computation. In cases that filaments did bundle, we found that increasing crosslinker concentration above ρ xl = 0.25 µm −2 , did not significantly effect our domain length results. Thus, in our simulations we use ρ xl = 0.25 µm −2 , but promote forming a bundling via the initial conditions. Specifically, we initialize the two filaments to be parallel, at the same x coordinate, and separated in y by the average crosslinker length. Additionally we add a small bundle of crosslinkers (9 crosslinkers evenly spaced on the first filament link) at the barbed end of the filaments, to promote bundle formation. To prevent this initialization procedure from introducing bias toward one crosslinker, we run independent simulations of bundles initialized with a "short" crosslinker domain and a "long" crosslinker domain, and average over these simulations in our results ( Figure 5C-E) . A simulation was determined to have formed a bundle via the parallelness of the filaments; i.e., if for filaments 1 and 2,f 1 ·f 2 ≥ 0.8, wheref = ( r N − r 0 )/| r N − r 0 | is the end to end vector of a filament, at all times in which domains are measured, then the filaments have bundled. As in experiment, simulations of actin filaments that did not yield bundles were not used to measure domain lengths.
TIRF data. Additional results from TIRF microscopy can be found in Figure S3 and Supplemental Movies Figure 4 , and Figure 5 . 
